Human cloning is a troubling notion, the suggestion of which triggers images of cold laboratories and gruesome Nazi experiments. But human cloning does not have to be horrible, its advocates claim. In an article about the "cloning mission," New York Times journalist Margaret Talbot comments that individuals and couples eager to serve as guinea pigs for cloning purposes "will tell you that they realize cloning does not produce a copy of the original person, but something more than a later-born identical twin, and yet say that they would want to do it anyway. They'd want to do it so that they could know in advance about their unborn children, so that they wouldn't have to take their chances of sexual reproduction, so they could perpetuate their own genes or so they could hope against hope to get somebody very, very much like somebody they had lost" (43). Putting aside our own moral objections against cloning, for the sake of the argument let us listen seriously to these wishes. These voices express a desire for ultimate control of nature, most notably, regarding selfdetermination with respect to the genetic composition of offspring. The desire to subject nature to the hands of human beings is not new. It has been central to the project of modernization, granting to human beings virtually limitless domination over "things," including animals. In that process, human bodies too have been objectified and increasingly subjected to manipulation in order to fit images of beauty or perfection. Cosmetic surgery is a case in point.
Here we find an overriding concern with human bodies made to order. The Platonic possibility of a baby just like us, no unexpected surprises, no physical or character traits hidden from view, yet to be discovered. Indeed, no procreation. 
